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The Great Lakes at Ten Miles an Hour Mar 05 2020 The Great Lakes are a remarkable repository of millions of years of complex geological
transformations and of a considerably shorter, crowded span of human history. Over the course of four summers, Thomas Shevory rode a bicycle along their
shores, taking in the stories the lakes tell—of nature’s grandeur and decay, of economic might and squandered promise, of exploration, colonization, migration,
and military adventure. This book is Shevory’s account of his travels, shored up by his exploration of the geological, environmental, historical, and cultural
riches harbored by North America’s great inland seas. For Shevory, and his readers, his ride is an enlightening, unfailingly engaging course in the Great Lakes’
place in geological time and the nation’s history. Along the northern shore of Lake Huron, one encounters the scrubbed surfaces of the Canadian Shield, the
oldest exposed rock in North America. Growing out of the crags of the Niagara Escarpment, which stretches from the western reaches of Lake Michigan to the
spectacular waterfalls between Erie and Ontario, are the white cedars that are among the oldest trees east of the Mississippi. The lakes offer reminders of the
fur trade that drew voyageurs to the interior, the disruption of Native American cultures, major battles of the War of 1812, the shipping and logging industries
that built the Midwest, the natural splendors preserved and exploited, and the urban communities buoyed or buried by economic changes over time.
Throughout The Great Lakes at Ten Miles an Hour, Shevory describes the engaging characters he encounters along the way and the surprising range of country
and city landscapes, bustling and serene locales that he experiences, making us true companions on his ride.
One-Hour Cheese Jul 21 2021 It’s a DIY cook’s dream come true: It’s pizza night, and you’ve made not only the crust and sauce but the mozzarella, too. Or
you're whipping up quesadillas for a snack, using your homemade Triple Pepper Hack. Or the dinner party's in high gear and out comes the cheese plate—and
yes, you've made all the cheeses on it. Even better—you made them all earlier that day. In a cookbook whose results seem like magic but whose recipes and
instructions are specific, easy-to-follow, and foolproof, Claudia Lucero shows step by step—with every step photographed—exactly how to make sixteen fresh
cheeses at home, using easily available ingredients and tools, in an hour or less. The approach is basic and based on thousands of years of cheesemaking
wisdom: Heat milk, add coagulant, drain, salt, and press. Simple variations produce delicious results across three categories—Creamy and Spreadable, Firm
and Chewy, and Melty and Gooey. And just as delicious, the author shows the best ways to serve them, recipes included: Squeaky “Pasta” Primavera,
Mozzarella Kebab Party, and Curry in a Hurry Lettuce Wraps.
Power of An Hour Nov 05 2022 Praise for The Power of an Hour "The master at getting what you want from others now tells us how to get what we want from
ourselves! This is really a great book, and I recommend it highly-for you, for your team, and for your children." -Bob Burg, author, Endless Referrals "If you
want to make predictable, systematic change in your life or your business, buy this book. Each chapter is a stand-alone system that results in powerful change .
. . fast." -David Hancock, The Entrepreneurial Publisher, CEO, Morgan James Publishing "Dave's methods helped me take my business from $0 to $10 million
in sales.If you're a creative business owner who wants total focus and massive success, run, don't walk, and get this book!" -Stephanie Frank, author, The
Accidental Millionaire "The Power of an Hour is a mighty powerful way to sort out your financesby first sorting out yourself!" -Mark Joyner, #1 bestselling
author, The Irresistible Offer "The disease of the twenty-first century, no matter who you are or what you do,is Time Deficit Disorder. Dave Lakhani offers a
brilliant solution in this book.Get it and take the cure-you'll be surprised how much better you feel!" -David Garfinkel, author, Customers on Demand
Change Your Life in an Hour Mar 29 2022 Are you stuck in a rut but don’t have the time, money or energy to get out? It's simpler than you think. By
encouraging you to make small, personal decisions, this book will help you stop scrolling through other people’s stories so that you can start focusing on your
own. We have choice in every moment of our lives. We can choose to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to an invitation, a job, a partner. We just have to practise cultivating
that choice. Change Your Life in an Hour urges you to take back control of how you choose to spend your time – and subsequently your life. Laura Archer first
realised the power of small choices when she started reclaiming her lunch breaks and using them to achieve personal goals. In this, her second book, she
inspires you to target your mental, emotional, and physical health through simple but empowering actions that can fit around any lifestyle. The book focuses on
three centres of activity: Head – Looking at how important good mental health is, and how we can achieve it through guiding our thoughts and the stimulus we
input to our minds daily. Heart – As a society that prioritises rationality and empiricism, our hearts sometimes get left behind, as we listen to our heads first.
This section focuses on activities to make your heart sing. Hands – We spend our days on computers and smart phones, but as humans we are makers and
creators, and using our hands is part of our make-up. This section of the book encourages you to reconnect with the world around you. This book is not
restrictive. It is as much about embracing good food, wine and love, as it is about focusing on yoga and meditation. Are you ready to change YOUR life?
An Hour Before Daylight Nov 12 2020 In an American story of enduring importance, Jimmy Carter re-creates his Depression-era boyhood on a Georgia farm,
before the civil rights movement that changed it and the country. In what is sure to become a classic, the bestselling author of Living Faith and Sources of
Strength writes about the powerful rhythms of countryside and community in a sharecropping economy. Along the way, he offers an unforgettable portrait of
his father, a brilliant farmer and strict segregationist who treated black workers with his own brand of "separate" respect and fairness, and his strong-willed and
well-read mother, a nurse who cared for all in need -- regardless of their position in the community. Carter describes the five other people who shaped his early
life, only two of them white: his eccentric relatives who sometimes caused the boy to examine his heritage with dismay; the boyhood friends with whom he
hunted with slingshots and boomerangs and worked the farm, but who could not attend the same school; and the eminent black bishop who refused to come to
the Carters' back door but who would stand near his Cadillac in the front yard discussing crops and politics with Jimmy's father. Carter's clean and eloquent
prose evokes a time when the cycles of life were predictable and simple and the rules were heartbreaking and complex. In his singular voice and with a
novelist's gift for detail, Jimmy Carter creates a sensitive portrait of an era that shaped the nation. An Hour Before Daylight is destined to stand with other
timeless works of American literature.
Once Upon an Hour Feb 25 2022 Yu-Rhee, a young Korean girl, wants to know how to tell time using a clock. Her mother tells her a tale from her childhood
based on the traditional Korean practice of timekeeping, where the 12 animals of the zodiac are assigned to 2-hour sections of the 24-hour clock. Told from the
point of view of a mountain, the story follows a child as they climb the mountainside in search of a plant to heal their ailing mother. The climb is steep, the
path wild and the way difficult. The mountain watches the child struggle and calls on the animals that live on the mountainside to help the child, but as sunlight
turns to moonlight, each animal claims to be too busy. Ultimately, Once Upon an Hour is a story about determination and teamwork that shows young readers
the importance of helping others.
The Arrival of an Hour Nov 24 2021 From the author of TIME's FICKLE GLASS... Susanne Bruante, the conniving antagonist in TIME'S FICKLE GLASS,
is featured front-and-center as the main character that readers will love to hate, in this concluding sequel to Charles J. Schneider’s exciting time-travel twobook series. A brilliant neuropsychologist and Susanne’s psychiatrist partner at first professionally, and then romantically, in a psychological thriller taking

place at first in a mental institution where Susanne is recorded narrating her past escapades; and then later in the streets of Paris after Susanne escapes from her
‘house-arrest’. Is their patient truly afflicted with a unique mixture of psychiatric disorders, or is she really a time-traveler who inserted herself diabolically into
the lives of two famous Impressionist artists? Readers will believe, then doubt, Susanne’s delusional-psychosis diagnosis until they finally reach the
unexpected concluding pages of this often-steamy, multi-genre piece of fiction.
The Story of an Hour Mar 17 2021
The Art and Adventure of Leadership May 31 2022 For the first time, a top leadership scholar and a top leadership practitioner explore the true duties,
demands, and privileges of leadership. Intellectual sparks flew when Warren Bennis, the “father” of modern leadership studies and Steven B. Sample, one of
the most accomplished university presidents in recent history, came together for candid explorations of the forces that shape successful leaders and
unsuccessful ones. The Art and Adventure of Leadership, their final collaboration, reveals the profound insights that the authors gained together over the 16
years in which they co-taught one of the most popular leadership courses in America. Here, each brings his own distinct vantage point as they address the
mechanics and mysteries of leadership. The result is a unique examination of the journey of great leaders from momentary setbacks to ultimate success. It
offers profound lessons on what determines the difference between failure and redemption for leaders. And it illuminates important and overlooked dimensions
of great leaders ranging from Winston Churchill to Steve Jobs. Together, they explore why: A mature leader must grasp when it’s healthy to risk failure, and
when failure can’t be tolerated at any cost Leadership isn’t for everyone and requires a particular set of skills and competencies that are often glossed over in
most management literature To succeed in an uncertain and fast-changing world, a shrewd leader must understand which aspects of human society
change—and which aspects never change A mature, wise leader must seek a balance between high-minded ideals and the gritty realities and compromises that
leaders face in their daily lives Above all, meaningful leadership remains a matter of character With incredible insight, this book examines why George
Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and other giants were able to recover from failures, learn resilience, and prepare themselves for their moments of destiny. In so
doing, it demonstrates and helps cultivate the leadership skills that you need to create your own most meaningful legacy. The Art and Adventure of Leadership
is a unique look at leadership, and a critical resource for the leaders of tomorrow.
An Hour Before The Dawn Sep 10 2020 And so act like me: every now and then turn off the light and let the shadow that creeps towards you reach you. Listen
to what it has to say.
Cooking in Less Than an Hour Apr 29 2022 Cooking in Less Than an Hour features a few recipes that are the author’s personal favorites and maybe will be
yours also.
Ten Bob an Hour Dec 02 2019 When Steve Phillips started as a 15-year-old apprentice with a Birmingham engineering company in 1961, the Beatles were still
the Quarrymen and a pint of mild cost one shilling and three pence. Five years of dirt and grind, leg pulls, laughter and sheer hard graft later, Steve was a
skilled turner and fitter, schooled the old fashioned way by senior craftsmen who knew how to turn a screw, mill a die or grind a component to half a
thousandth of an inch using manually-controlled machine tools, a micrometer and the skill in their fingers. He had also found the time – and saved the money to marry his teenage sweetheart and buy a house.Steve went on to a varied and successful career in the manufacturing industry. Half a century on, now retired
and living in Cyprus, he looks back on an era before computers and CNC machines, when Birmingham and its factories were the backbone of industrial Britain
and families and workmates stuck together. Ten bob an hour is a fascinating portrait of an era long gone.Steve says 'Fifty years ago, a 15-year-old Brummie
school-leaver called Stephen Phillips walked into the reception area of a big Midland manufacturing company to start an apprenticeship in engineering. That
was me. I hadn’t a clue what was coming – the dirt and grind, the hard work and the long hours, the leg pulls and laughter, the comradeship and the slow
graduation from greenhorn to skilled man. The next five years would prove arduous, difficult and dirty, but at the end of it all, thanks largely to some of the
best mates and colleagues I ever had, I managed to emerge a trained and qualified engineer on the ‘holy grail’ pay rate of ‘ten bob an hour’ – that’s 50p in
today’s coinage. It doesn’t sound like much, but it was a lot of money in those days. It certainly seemed like it.This book is about those never-to-be forgotten
years'.
The Story Of An Hour May 07 2020 Mrs. Louise Mallard, afflicted with a heart condition, reflects on the death of her husband from the safety of her locked
room. Originally published in Vogue magazine, “The Story of an Hour” was retitled as “The Dream of an Hour,” when it was published amid much
controversy under its new title a year later in St. Louis Life. “The Story of an Hour” was adapted to film in The Joy That Kills by director Tina Rathbone,
which was part of a PBS anthology called American Playhouse. HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the
highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your
digital library.
London in an Hour Oct 04 2022 Features 120 bite-size ideas for things to do and places to visit in London in under an hour. Organised around the range of
activities London has to offer, with chapters to help you find original and diverting suggestions for things to do, as well as a few places to eat and drink.
Including how to squeeze in some culture or some exercise; find the best places to buy a birthday present or go for a quick pampering; discover outdoor spaces
or quiet hideaways to escape the chaos; avoid the typical al desco lunch; make the most of your mornings; and turn a spare hour in-between a meeting or at a
train station into an hour well spent. Will also include top ten lists for those really pushed for time and comprehensive indices by location and activity type to
help you find what you need, quickly. Whether you’re a visitor, on a family day out or a busy working Londoner, London in an Hour will transform your
experience of the city.
Checkmate - Mystery of An Hour Feb 13 2021 Jack on a new case A poets dead body with a burnt face His brother’s fled away His wife has nothing to say
Secrets of the past reveal No clue who to believe The case kept secret Planned murder completely set The battle of wits A missing hour lits Story of a trait A
move of checkmate -Mufaddal Poonwala
Half an hour of Tadeusz Kosciuszko: Tragedy of LOT Flight 5055 Dec 14 2020
An Hour and a Half from Tomorrow Jun 07 2020 Two middle-aged adults, Lynn and Rodney, meet and fall in love. Their romance takes place aboard a ship
sailing along the east coast of Asia. Lynn Abbott is a recent widow struggling to find a place for herself when she unexpectedly is on her own for the first time.
Rodney Hamilton is a widower travelling to various East Asian ports to wind up some work projects before retiring. Sayud, a young idealistic room steward, is
intent on finding ways to rebuild his devastated homeland. This unexpected adventure envelops these three characters, opening up a new understanding about
helping others in need, and in turn, finding that they get back much more than they can ever give. Set sail on a very special and ageless romance in An Hour
and a Half from Tomorrow.
Five Thousand an Hour: How Johnny Gamble Won the Heiress Jul 29 2019 Five Thousand an Hour: How Johnny Gamble Won the Heiress is a story of games
and gambling by George Randolph Chester. Chester was an American writer and screenwriter, film editor, and director. Excerpt:" Into the box where Miss
Constance Joy—slender and dark and tall—entertained her bevy of admirers, there swished a violently-gowned young woman of buxom build and hearty
manner, attended by a young man who wore a hundred-dollar suit and smiled feebly whenever he caught an eye."
Nazi Germany In An Hour Sep 03 2022 Read about Hitler's experience as a soldier during World War One, the Nazi Party's climb to power, the elimination of
opponents and the Weimar constitution.Learn about life in Nazi Germany, for women, the Jews, and the use of state control, propaganda and security.See how
Hitler manipulated foreign policy to achieve his aims, and how he brought the world into war.And all in just ONE HOUR
Miscellaneous Writer. An Hour's Pastime for all ages. [In verse.] Jul 09 2020
Summary: The Power of an Hour Oct 24 2021 The must-read summary of Dave Lakhani's book: "The Power of an Hour: Business and Life Mastery in One
Hour a Week". This complete summary of the ideas from Dave Lakhani's book "The Power of an Hour" shows how you can dedicate one hour each week to
improving your professional and personal effectiveness. In this hour, the smart thing to do is to work on forming new and better habits. In his book, the author
presents nine areas for both personal and business effectiveness that you should focus on. This summary provides a complete 18-week cycle that you can
continuously follow to improve your productivity. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key concepts • Expand your business knowledge To
learn more, read "The Power of an Hour" and discover how you can dedicate just one hour each week to improve your effectiveness.
Black History In An Hour Aug 02 2022 Black History In An Hour cannot, by definition, be comprehensive. However, this book will provide an introduction to
the powerful and dramatic history that is loosely termed 'Black History'. The study of Black History in the West has to be seen primarily in the context of
American history where all men are created equal and that slavery and the fight for civil rights had its most profound effect.
Why Limit Happy to an Hour? Dec 26 2021 Admit it already. Life is always better after a margarita or three. Artist and aperitif advocate Mary Phillips

shares her cocktail wit and wisdom inside this intoxicating smash titled Why Limit Happy to an Hour? Whether the subject is cocktails, men, chocolate,
weight, relatives, motherhood, or just plain unadulterated attitude, Phillips finds a way to sum up life's happenings one zinger at a time. For example: * "I used
to care but now I take a pill for that." * "Inside me is a thin woman screaming to get out . . . I can usually keep the bitch quiet with chocolate." * "When life
gives you lemons, add vodka." Phillips promises to stimulate the economy one drink at a time with this keepsake book of witticisms featuring her popular fullcolor artwork and sassy one-liners. Now cheers to that!
Fifteen Hundred Miles an Hour Oct 12 2020 DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "Fifteen Hundred Miles an Hour" by Charles Dixon.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new
modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as
a classic of world literature.
A Thousand Miles an Hour Apr 17 2021 "A Thousand Miles an Hour" by Herbert Strang. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
South Africa: History in an Hour May 19 2021 Love history? Know your stuff with History in an Hour.
Shakespeare in an Hour Aug 29 2019 Provides a basic understanding and appreciation of the works of William Shakespeare.
An Hour in the Study, by the Wisdomite Club Apr 05 2020
The American Civil War: History in an Hour Jan 27 2022 Love history? Know your stuff with History in an Hour.
An Hour by Sun Jun 19 2021 "An Hour by Sun" is a trip down lanes of memory, rows of tobacco and corn on a thriving Georgia farm and amid the triumphs
and travails of medicine in the last half of the 20th century. It is funny and nostalgic and informative, as Leonard Durrence, a retired country doctor, traces his
beginnings on a depression-era farm, through the rigors of medical school and internship and the challenge of a small town medical practice. For him, the joys
of retirement are just as vivid a color in the tapestry of his life as the boyhood escapades with his sisters and his curious adventures in scientific understanding.
The personal elements are the strongest notes in this account, particularly the spiritual faith that weaves together all his experiences. The adolescent who was
born again grows into a thoughtful adult who finds God's solid presence supporting him as he tends the sick in Bangladesh and makes tough decisions in the
emergency room and operating room of his Blackshear hospital. This devoted Christian carries the same presence into a series of severe health problems that
afflict him, his beloved wife and the father who has been a hero in his life. "An hour by sun" is a ritual phrase his father spoke at the close of every farming day
and Dr. Durrence has cherished the meaning of those words through the years. When there is just enough light left to do the important things, one must
recognize and use this "hour by sun" to accomplish this task with gratitude for all the hours that came before. He has used his significant hour to record the
events of nearly 80 years and underline the way in which God has led him through them. From early childhood, when he kept the woodbox filled and
harnessed the pesky mules, to a discovery of the magic of reading and learning, to the important discovery of a life partner and the joy of parenting; from deep
satisfaction with healing, civic involvement, gardening and travel, and finally with retirement in a community he loves, through all these stages the good doctor
has found deep pleasure, challenge and "peace that passes all understanding."
How to Save An Hour Every Day Sep 22 2021 ‘I’m so certain this book will help you save an hour every day, I guarantee it. If you’ve read the book, put the
ideas into action and yet somehow haven’t saved that vital hour, I’ll personally give you your money back.’ Michael Heppell How to Save an Hour Every Day
is the new book from Michael Heppell, author of the bestselling personal development hit of 2010 Flip It, described by DJ and TV presenter Chris Evans as
“brilliant, simple, a joy to read!” and “the best personal development book I have ever read”. Would you like an extra hour a day, every day of your life, to do
whatever you want with? If this sounds like an impossible dream, then here’s the good news: that extra hour really can be yours! This easy-read book is high
impact and full of brilliant ideas, tactics and suggestions that are all designed to save you valuable time. If you are willing to invest just an hour of your time to
read it, pick out the ideas that leap out to you and put them into action, you’ll create extra time every single day in a way you wouldn’t believe could be
possible. Among other things you will: overcome procrastination and make better, faster decisions unearth hidden time for you – time to do the important
things discover powerful new ways to organise your time and your life find out how to deal with the deadly ‘time sappers’ streamline and simplify absolutely
everything you do – both at work and in the home We’re sure you’ll find more time every day. What you do with it is up to you . . . www.saveanhour.co.uk
1500 Miles an Hour Jan 15 2021 "Should these manuscripts chance to fall into the hands of any civilised man, it is my earnest wish, though of German
extraction myself, that they should be published - if published at all- in the English tongue. Truth shall prevail, and our return to earth shall scatter, like thistledown before the autumn winds, the scepticism which I mistake not will encircle them, as soon as man may read them. It is my cherished hope to return to my
mother world, and to tell in person of that glorious life and those sublime wonders of a New World. Adieu!" This brief extract must suffice as introduction. The
next chapter will begin at once with the story proper, omitting the uninteresting preliminary portion of the manuscripts...
Return of the Hundred-Mile-an-Hour Dog Feb 02 2020 ‘Streaker was so gobsmacked she leaped into the air as if she had a pogo stick attached to each leg.
Ker-poinnggg!’ Streaker runs like a jet-propelled-hurricane, which could cause problems when she enters the local dog show. She has to do well or she’ll get
into trouble with the local police . . . and Trevor will get into trouble with horrible Charlie Smugg – AGAIN!
Bulletin Jun 27 2019
The World Cup In An Hour Jul 01 2022 South Africa 2010 - the nineteenth FIFA World Cup. 80 years ago, in 1930, Uruguay hosted the first soccer World
Cup. The stars of yesteryear were as much revered as they are now. Leonidas, Ademir, Puskas, Fontaine were as famous in their day, as Pele, Beckenbauer and
Cruyff were in recent decades and as Messi, Ronaldo, Drogba and Kaka are now. In one hour read the history of the World Cup.
Not For Just an Hour Aug 10 2020
Olivia: a Tale for an Hour of Idleness Aug 22 2021
All in One Hour Oct 31 2019 In a cumulative rhyming story, a cat runs after a mouse in the middle of the night, giving rise to a more complicated chase.
Reprint.
60-Minute CEO Jan 03 2020 Looking toward the C-suite? Take heed. Author and serial CEO Dick Cross pulls back the curtain on this top leadership role,
explaining in his new book that being a successful leader, running a business, and doing it extraordinarily well isn't a full-time job. In 60-Minute CEO: The
Fast Track to Top Leadership, Cross makes the case that the single greatest determinant of business success revolves around the job at the top. Cross suggests
that the most important, and often overlooked, duty for a CEO is thinking about how to improve his or her business and how to be a leader. Cross also reveals
that a mediocre leader can be transformed into an exemplary one simply by refining two key things: thinking and character. In Cross's trademark
conversational style, he conveys why strategy and execution, while important, should take a back seat to authenticity and responsibility, and that the essential
elements of the CEO role can be accomplished in several 60-minute sessions every week. Executives may fill their time with other tasks, but leading and
running a company requires explicit skills different from those needed for any other corporate position. The good news is that those skills are easy to learn, fun
to do, and not time-consuming. In an entertaining style, Cross offers executives the fast track to the top leadership position. And while 60 minutes may seem
like a quick fix, as Cross sees it, three 60-minute sessions a week devoted solely to considering your business and your role as leader are crucial to business
and leadership success. In 60-Minute CEO, Dick Cross brings over 25 years of experience of transforming companies in various stages of underperformance
into industry powerhouses. Cross combines his knowledge and experience with the stories and lessons of preeminent leaders and thinkers including General
George Patton and Seattle Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson.
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